National CSI Class 1-day Curriculum

National CSI Class 1-day Curriculum
●Law Enforcement Intro, Court Systems and Degrees of Crimes: (0900am-1000am)
Students will be introduced to the history of the legal system, the overall criminal justice system, crimes types and law enforcement
pioneers.

●Science Pioneers, Physics and Laws of Motion, the science of Triangles, Pythagorean
Theorem as it relates to Forensics: (1000am-1100am)
This is the second block of instruction incorporates and introductory background of the essential sciences and basic theories as they
relate to crimes scenes. The math of triangles, the pathagorem therorem and importance in proving evidence based crime scenes with respect
to both bullet path trajectory and the origin of the bullet, as well as the providing the importance of the angle of a drop of blood left behind at
the crimes scene.

●Medical Examiners Role, Biology, Time of Death Calculation, Entomology, Rigor/Livor
Mortis: (1100-1200)
This is the third block of instruction covers the Medical Examiners role in a Forensics investigation, Methodologies and importance of
‘Time of Death’ calculation, and Entomology as it relates to a ‘Time of Death’ part of an investigation.

Lunch (1200-1230)
Students are asked to bring their own lunches.

●Fingerprinting, Odontology, DNA, Fingerprint lifting (1230pm-130pm)
This is the Forth block of instruction covers the types of fingerprints. Students will self -print each of their fingers and identify each
fingerprint pattern. The Odontology drill requires the matching of molded teeth impressions to bite marks in a clay medium. Each
student will also lift a latent fingerprint from a surface within the classroom.

●Footprints and Tire Tracks and Footprint Casting (130pm-230pm)
This is the Fifth block of instruction introduces students to type of footprints, foot strike patterns as well as tire tracks. The students
will break into smaller groups and cast a foot print somewhere outside, near the classroom.

●Blood Splatter analysis (230pm-300pm)
This is the Sixth block of lecture covers blood types, frequency of blood types in a population base including the analysis of blood
patterns. Each student will analyze simulated blood droplets using simple Geometry of SIN/COSINE that measures the angle of
occurrence and why that is important at a crime scene.

●Guns, Bullets, Trajectory (230pm-300pm)
This is the Seventh block of instruction cover simple nomenclature of guns and bullets; as and the laws of science of how a bullet
behaves in flight and what evidence can be procured from a gun and bullet, left behind at a crime scene.

●Evidence Collecting and Crime Scene Processing Responsibilities (300pm-400pm)
This is the Eighth block of instruction covers the Crime Scene Officers/Detective’s responsibility at a crime scene. Search methods at
a crime scene and the importance of documentation of potential evidence is highlighted. Roles and responsibilities of each Detective
crime scene are covered. Students are then are asked to volunteer for one of those positions covered in lecture.

●Processing a mock crime scene (300pm-400pm)
This Final block of instruction require the students to process a mock crime scene. Each student will be paired with another student
to work with each other on their task they have been given. The information collected from each pair will be funneled to the Team Leader.
After all of the evidence is collected and each team member communicates with the other teams, the group, as a whole, will therorize on what
happened at the crime scene based on the clues left behind.

